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It is shown that in a digraph G, there is an elementary directed path or an 
elementary directed cycle meeting all inclusion-maximal demi-cocycles of G. This 
theorem is used to obtain an upper bound on the cardinality of a minimal partition 
of the arc set of G into directed paths and cycles. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For undirected simple graphs of order n, Lovasz [3] has shown the 
existence of a partition of the edge set into at most [n/2] paths or cycles. 
For digraphs without multiple arcs, O’Brien [S] proved that there exists a 
partition of the arc-set into at most [n2/4] directed paths (n > 4). Another 
bound was recently explored by Bienia and Meyniel [2]: For a digraph G, 
they proved the existence of a partition of the arc-set into at most 22, 
elementary directed paths and cycles, where 1, is the maximum cardinality 
of a demi-cocycle of G. They conjectured that the bound can be reduced to 
AC, and proved it in special cases (pseudo-symmetric digraphs and acyclic 
digraphs). Theorem 3.3 here gives a proof of this conjecture. 
A stronger conjecture was also made by Meyniel [4]: 
In a digraph, there exists an elementary directed path or an elementary directed 
cycle meeting all demi-cocycles of maximum size. 
Theorem 3.2 here proves more. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
Digraphs considered here may have multiple arcs but no loops are 
allowed. All paths and cycles used are directed and elementary. General 
definitions are classical (see Berge [ 11). 
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For a digraph G, the vertex set is denoted by l’(G), and the arc set by 
E(G). If XE V(G), we write r+(x) for the set {z 1 ZE V(G), (x, z)EE(G)) 
and rP (x) for the set {z 1 z E V(G), ( z, x) E E(G)}. If P is an elementary 
directed path then the length of P (i.e., the number of arcs of P) is denoted 
by Z(P). If xi and x, are vertices of P, xi preceding xj, then P[x;,..., x,] 
denotes the subpath of P joining xi to x1. A partition of the arc set E(G) 
into elementary directed paths and cycles is a set of elementary directed 
paths and cycles such that every arc of the digraph lies on precisely one 
member of the set. A demi-cocycle is the set of all arcs going from a subset 
A of V(G) to V(G)\A, it is denoted by o;(A) (when no ambiguity arises 
we will write w+(A)). An inclusion-maximal demi-cocycle is such that no 
other demi-cocycle contains it. A similar definition is given for an inclusion- 
maximal path. A path meets a demi-cocycle if they have an arc in common. 
3. THE RESULTS 
LEMMA 3.1. Let P= P[x, ,..., x,] be an elementary directed inclusion- 
maximal path of a digraph G. If P does not meet an inclusion-maximal demi- 
cocycle of G, then there exist integers i, j (0 < i -C j Q n) satisfying 
XjE r+(X,) and x@-(Xo). 
Proof If x,, E T+ (x,) then there is nothing to prove, so suppose that 
x0 k r+ (x,). Let w  + (A) be an inclusion-maximal demi-cocycle not meeting 
P. The maximality of P implies 
(1) r+bJc {Xb..., .~n), 
(2) r-(X,) c {x0,..., x,- 13. 
It results from our assumption that n > 1, for otherwise w+( (x0} u 
A\ {xi}) is greater than o’(A). 
If {x0,..., xn- 1 } n A = @ then using (2) we see that the demi-cocycle 
w+(A u {x,,)) is greater than w’(A). So there exists k minimal (k<n- 1) 
such that xk E A. We deduce then from the fact that P does not meet 
w+(A), that (x~,..., x, > c A. This proves that {x, ~ 1, xn) C_ A. 
We have P(x,) & A, for otherwise w+(A\{x,}) is greater than o’(A). 
So using (1) and the definition of k we see that there exists i such that 
xi E r+ (x,)\A and 1 d i < k. This proves that (x0, xi} n A = 0. 
Now we have r-(x0) n A # 0, for otherwise o + (A u {x0}) is greater 
than o+(A). So using (2) and the definition of k we see that there exists j, 
jk k such that xjE T-(x,) n A. 1 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let G be a digraph. Then at least one of the following 
properties holds: 
(a) There exists an elementary directed cycle meeting all inclusion- 
maximal demi-cocycles. 
(b) Every elementary directed path of maximum length meets every 
inclusion-maximal demi-cocycle. 
ProoJ: Suppose for some digraph G neither properties hold. Let %? be 
the class of elementary directed paths P of G satisfying: P is of maximum 
length and if P= P[xO,..., x,] then for two integers i, j (0 < i < j< n) we 
have x, E Z-+(x,) and xj E r-(x0). By hypothesis, there exists in G a path P 
of maximum length not meeting an inclusion-maximal demicocycle. Then P 
is an inclusion-maximal path. Then by Lemma 3.1 P E w  so that w  # /zr. 
For every path P= P[xO,..., x,] in %‘, define 
f,(P) = min{l(P[x,,..., x,]) 1 X~E T+(x,)} 
f?(P) = min{l(P[xi ,..., x,]) 1 x, E T-(x,)} 
and then put 
f(P) =f,(P) +fz(P). 
Note that f,(P) = 0 if and only if f*(P) = 0. 
Let P= P[xO,..., x,] be a path in V such that f(P) is minimal. For this 
path let xi be such that f,(P) = l(P[x,,..., xi]) and let e, be an arc of G 
joining x, to xi. Similarly, xj is defined by f,(P) = I(P[x,,..., x,]) and ez is 
an arc of G joining xi to x0. We have T+(x,)c {xi,..., x,} and T-(x,)c 
(x0,..., Xi}. 
Consider the cycle C = P[x. I,..., x,] + e,. By hypothesis there exists an 
inclusion-maximal demi-cocycle w  + (A) not meeting C. This is only 
possible if either Cc A or Cn A = 0. As C contains x, and all its suc- 
cessors, then if C c A, we see that the demi-cocycle o + (A \ {x,} ) is greater 
than o’(A). So we conclude that CnA = 0. 
Now clearly C cannot contain P, for otherwise o+(A u {x0}) is greater 
than w’(A). Hence f,(P) ~0, so that f2(P) #O and j< n. 
Let P’ be the path P’= P[x,+ 1 ,..., x,] + e, + P[xi ,..., xi] + e2 + 
P[xo,..., xj- 1 1. The path P’ has n arcs, hence it is of maximum length. This 
implies that (A\{x,,..., x,})nr-(x,+~)= 0. On the other hand, as 
Xj+ 1 E C, then A n T-(x,+ r) # 0, for otherwise w  +(A u {xi+ ,}) is greater 
than w+(A). Hence there exists k, 0 < k < i, such that xk E A and 
xk E r- (xi+ I ). By relabeling the vertices of P’ we see that P’ E V (Fig. 1). 
We have 
f,(P’) Q l(P[x ,+I,...~ x,1 +e,)=fAP) 
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FIGURE 1 
and 
f*(“) d l(pCx/c,**., xi- I]) <f*(P). 
So that 
f(P’) =f,(P’) +f2(W <f,(P) +f2W =f(P). 
This contradicts our choice of P, and proves the theorem. 1 
THEOREM 3.3. Let G be a digraph and &=suP,~ vCcl lo’(A)I. Then 
there exists a partition of the arc set of G into at most 1, elementary directed 
paths and cycles. 
Proof: We prove Theorem 3.3 by induction on 1,. The theorem is true 
for &=O. Let G be a digraph with &>O. Then by Theorem 3.2 there 
exists an elementary directed path or cycle P meeting all inclusion-maximal 
demi-cocycles of G. Let G’ be the digraph obtained from G by deleting all 
arcs of P, and let w&(A) be a demi-cocycle of G’ such that &= lo&(A)/. 
We have o&(A) s 06 (A). Let ob (B) be an inclusion-maximal demi- 
cocycle of G containing w:(A), then O&(A) &o:(B). As P meets o,+(B) 
we have w,+(B)\o,+(A)#@ so that ,I,,< Iw,$(B)I ~1,. Now by the 
induction hypothesis there exists a partition of the arc set of G’ into at 
most ,I,* elementary directed paths and cycles. Adding P we obtain the 
desired partition of the arc set of G. 1 
The following corollary makes a link with the O’Brien result [S]. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let G be a digraph of order n with no multiple arcs. 
Then there exists a partition of the arc set of G into at most [n2/4] paths or 
cycles. 
Proof Let w+(A) be a demi-cocycle of G. Put IA 1 = x, then clearly the 
maximum number of arcs joining A to V(G)\A is x(n -x). By a simple 
computation we see that max{x(n -x) I 0 $x < n} is [n2/4]. Then we have 
lo’(A)I dx(n - x) d [n*/4]. The use of Theorem 3.3. completes the 
proof. 1 
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